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Abstract— The aim was to determine causal paths affecting
basic cardiac and respiratory parameters in elite athletes using
Pneumonitor 2. Criteria based on generalized correlations and
kernel regressions were used to establish appropriate directions
and strengths of the relationships. Average activity parameters
affect the diversity indicator. No strong connection between
heart rate and breathing rate was discovered.

I. INTRODUCTION
Exercise scientists and sport physicians try to evaluate the
state of an athlete’s body during training to monitor homeostasis, maximize effect, and avoid overtraining using cardiacrelated biomarkers [1]. Breathing is considered rarely, especially regarding its interdependence with heart activity.
The main aim of this work was to establish causal paths of
simple cardiorespiratory parameters in athletes during rest,
taking into account the type of sport that each practices.
II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A group of 100 elite athletes (32 female; aged 24.6 ± 6.4;
divided into 2 groups according to the contribution of the
dynamic component to total performance during competition
[2]) participated in the study during a routine periodic health
evaluation and medical monitoring program at the National
Centre for Sports Medicine in Warsaw.
They were asked to rest supine for about 6 minutes. We
acquired impedance pneumography and single-lead ECG
signals using our Pneumonitor 2 device [3]. After preprocessing, we estimated several basic cardiorespiratory parameters: (1) Heart rate (HR), (2) Root-mean-square difference of
successive R–R intervals (RMSSD), (3) Respiratory rate
(RR), (4) Breathing regularity (BR), and (5) Shift providing
the highest correlation between the signals’ phases (SCP).
Then, we determined causal paths mainly based on the
analysis of generalized correlations, as well as on two
methods utilizing stochastic dominance in kernel regressions
(using generalCorr R package [4]).
III.

Figure 1. Causal path affecting basic cardiac and respiratory parameters,
including the type of sport (1 – medium dynamic component, 2 – high);
first number corresponds to generalized correlation coefficient, second is
the proportion of correct causal determinations (percentage).

Interestingly, analysis of all three criteria provides slightly
different inference. Particularly, the type of sport seems to be
the cause of all considered parameters, and HR seems to
strongly affect SCP.
IV.

Cardiorespiratory causal path analysis showed the
expected results. The average activity rate affects the indicator responsible for diversity (effect of HR on RMSSD, or
RR on BR). Interesting meaningful connections were discovered: an increase of RR seemed to cause a decrease in SCP
and RMSSD parameters. However, there was no strong relationship between RR and HR, which indicates the
occurrence of complex dynamics even in the most static case.
Further investigation will include more variables and positions.

RESULTS

Fig. 1 presents the causal path obtained from the generalized correlations analysis (differences between directions).
We included only those connections with statistically significant correlation coefficients and high bootstrap proportions
of correct causal determinations (for 100 repetitions).
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